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Faculty Senate hears from Provost
Charles Middleton.
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BG lady hoopsters ranked 5th in
MAC preseason poll.
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Plane skids off Cleveland runway
during snow storms.
Page 4

Student remains in
critical condition
A University student is
still in critical condition
after being hit by a car driven by Jonathan M. Laabs,
19, while jogging Nov. 9.
Anne Gehring, 110 Alpha
Xi Delta, was lifeflighted to
St. Vincent's Medical
Center after she fell and hit
her head on concrete curb
on Manville Avenue.
The lower half of Gehring's body was under the
car, according to Bowling
Green City Police reports.
Gehring suffered a skull
fracture and leg fracture
from the accident.
The case is still under investigation, according to
Bowling Green City Police
Chief Galen Ash.

Ash to resign from
investigative unit
Bowling Green Police
Chief Galen Ash resigned
from the Ohio I )rganized
Crime Investigations
Commission
Dec.
31, claiming others should
have the right to participate
in the comm ittee.
The committee, which
has been in existence for
more than 10 years, c
task forces to deal with
problems throughout Ohio.
Ash, who is the only remaining original member
of the committee, said participating in the commission has been one of the
great experiences of his
life.
"I loved it," Ash said. "It
was great, but it's time to
let someone else have that
experience."

Pancake breakfast
slated for Sunday
Phi Mu Sorority will conduct its annual pancake
breakfast at St. Thomas
More Parish cafeteria No
17 from 10:30 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Tickets are $2 and all
proceeds will be donated to
Project Hope, a nonprofit
organization which provides medical care, supplies
and education to countries
around the world. For more
•nfort-iatlon call 372-2750.

Friends unseat Axl,
Arsenio in People
poll
NEW YORK - Goodbye,
old friends - David Caruso,
Arsenio Hall, Mike Myers,
Axl Rose. Hello, new
"Friends" - Jennifer Anlston, Lisa Kudrow, Matt LeBlanc, Matthew Perry and
David Schwimmer.
People magazine's annual
list of the 400 hottest celebrities is out, and the
"Friends" stars were big
winners. The five other cast
members Join Courtney
Cox, a holdover from 1995.
Ah, but the losers. Caruso,
who swapped "NYPD Blue"
for obscurity, is off the list.
Ditto ex-talk show host
Hall, ex-"Saturday Night
Live" star Myers, and oncehip Guns N' Roses frontman
Axl Rose.
Goodbye also to singers
Jackson Browne and David
Byrne, funnyman Chevy
Chase, former CBS anchorwoman Connie Chung,
rapper Hammer and "The
Bridges of Madison County" author Robert James
Waller.
Compiled from staff and
wire reports.

Joe Burch leads soccer
team on the field and in
the classroom.
Page 5
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Election gains
offer promise
for education
Jay Young
The BC News

•

Higher education should be in
i-ood hands after last week's
election, according to President
Sidney Ribeau and the director
for University Government Relations.
Phil Mason, government relations director, said the five
seats gained by the Republicans
in the general assembly mean the
Republicans will control education funding.
"It's very clear that the Republicans have a significant and
strong hold on the general assembly," Mason said. "When you
combine that with the Republi-

cans already controlling all of the
state-wide positions. They pretty
well have control."
Mason said the current political situations in Ohio favor
higher education.
"It's clear to me that higher
education is one of the top three
or four priorities for the governor," Mason said. "This being
his last budget opportunity, I
think he will want to make some
extra effort for all of education,
including K through 12 and
higher education."
President Sidney Ribeau said
he was pleased with the election
results, especially the reelection

Volume 83, Issue 197

Fear and Loathing

APPkMi

Dr. Hunter S. Thomson, along with Johnny Depp and Matt Dillon, celebrate* the 25th anniversary
of the publication of "Fear and Loathing" in Las Vegas. A commemorative album will be released
next Tuesday.

See LEGISLATORS, page three

Summit focuses on diversity issues
Participants in multimedia event plan for student, faculty discussions
Jay Young
The BG News
Diversity will take center
stage tonight during a multimedia campus diversity summit in
113 Olscamp Hall from 7 - 9:45
p.m.
About 10,000 college students,
faculty and administrators from
around the country are expected
to participate in the multimedia
event. Participants will spend
time looking at diversity issues
at campuses across the country
then break into smaller groups
and discuss diversity at the University.
Lorna Gonsalves-Pinto, Aca-

demic Affairs research associate, registered the University foi
the summit.
"Since our leaders are interested In bridging communities, I
thought this would be a marvelous opportunity to do that,"
Gonsalves-Pinto said. "I'm hoping it will be the start of an ongoing process as we come to
terms with diversity."
She said it is a great opportunity for everyone at the University
to educate themselves about
diversity.
"It will make students more
aware of not only diversity, but
how the issue of diversity is addressed and dealt with on cam-

puses across the county,
salves-Pinto said. "It is going to
illow Bowling Green State Uni. ersity students, faculty and
staff to dialogue with each other
on issues of diversity."
Diane Regan, executive assistant to the College of Arts and
Sciences dean, helped prepare
for the event. She said organizers
hope consistent discussion about
diversity results from the summit.
"I think we really would like to
actively engage students, faculty
and staff In a conversation about
what diverse groups of people
experience at Bowling Green,"
Regan said. "We will be continu-

■ i the activities after the summit, which is another way to keep
people talking about the issues."
Pat Patton, manager of employment in Human Resources,
coordinated individuals to facilitate the group discussions in Olscamp. Patton said groups will be
formed randomly and will explore the current conditions at
the University and what a diverse community should be.
"We're hoping that we can get
small groups to discuss how they
see things. We will make note of
what people's concerns are, and
we will try and get back together
and evaluate the information,"
Patton said. "I hope they will

come back with a positive attitude about what diversity is and I
hope we will develop a vehicle to
keep a continuing dialogue about
diversity."
The national videoconference
will feature Ronald Takaki,
professor of ethnic studies at the
University of California, Berkeley, and moderator Farai
Chldeya, CNN political analyst.
Several events to promote
diversity awareness are scheduled In addition to tonight's
summit. They include A panel
display in the Jerome Library,
theatrical performances and an
interactive bulletin board in the
University Union.

Union director promotes community
Jay Young
The BC News
Editor's note: This is the second
part of a series about campus
leaders.
When the University Union
was less than 10 years old David
Crooks was using it as a student
to expand his education. Today,
as Union director. Crooks is try
ing to keep that facility togethci
so students have the same oppor
tunltyhedid.
Crooks received his bachelor
of arts degree in history in 1963
and his masters of education in
1964 from the University. He
said the Union provided him
many chances to be involved as a
student.
"As a student, I spent a lot of
time in the Union," Crooks said.
"It afforded me opportunities to
participate in activities. It afforded me a great opportunity to
interact with other students, both
casually and formally in organizations."
As a student, Crooks was
chairman of the hobbies committee and worked for the University Activities Organization. He
said the Union was a meeting
place for many of the activities
he coordinated, but it was also
"the place to be" for students
who had time to burn.
"The Union was the central
campus space where If you had a
minute to relax, you went to the
Union," Crooks said. "You could
find somebody to talk to and relax with."
Crooks began working In the
Union in 19B5 as food service

manager. He said as director he
attempts to provide the same opportunities to today's students
that he found at the Union when
attending the University.
"I try to provide the best possible environment in the University Union for the campus community," Crooks said.
Providing such an area becomes a bigger challenge everyday for Crooks. With a University population about three times
the size the Union was built for,
the ability to provide quality
space is tough.
"I think we need to accept the
fact that the University Union as
a facility is in serious need of
renovation," Crooks said. "We're
kind of like a little dutch boy with
his finger in the dike. Every day
we have several holes pop
through the dyke and we're not
very efficient at running the facility that's in need of major
renovation."
Crooks said his job becomes
frustrating when maintenance
problems have to become priority one.
"I spend more time doing some
of those things than I'd really like
to spend, but it's the nature of
what I have to do right now to
keep the building functioning at
the highest possible level it can
function at," Crooks said. "It gets
frustrating when you cant fix
things that need to be fixed."
Despite a building that needs a
lot of attention, Crooks said he
really enjoys his work.
"I love It," Crooks said. 'There
are days when I think I was born
to be a Union director. I have a

David Crooks reminisces on the years he has spent In the University Union.
lot of opportunities to work with
students and help students continue to pursue things they have
a serious interest in."
As director. Crooks holds the
keys to all of the space and services students need to make
events happen In the Union itself
and on the Union Oval. He said he
does everything possible to make
sure student groups who want to

make something happen have
everything they need.
"Never am I predisposed to say
*no,'" Crooks said. "I'm always
predisposed to say, 'How can we
make this work?"'
Crooks said he has been able to
make a variety of things work
while director. Everything from
a simple philanthropy to providing space for the AIDS Quilt to

>
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working with the Secret Service.
"It's really a full gammut of
experiences as the director of the
University Union, because If
you're there long enough almost
anything that could happen anywhere in life is going to happen
In a university union."
While the Union needs to conSee CROOKS, page four.
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Next time, read the ingredients
I am sure that this letter that pertains to the infamous problem of inadequate commuter parking
spaces is one of hundreds of letters that arrive at The
News every month. However, this letter also stands
to declare, and I speak for the majority of fed-up
commmuters, that the parking at Bowling Green State
University "sucks".
Before I start ranting and raving about the problem, though, a few issues need to be addressed! First,
if I recall correctly, a parking violation cost a student
$25 last year.
Well, evidently, that was not bringing in enough
money for the university so they decided to double it
this year. Does anyone else think that $50 is just a
little too expensive for a parking ticket? Obviously, I
could get a ticket at another school and not pay as
much for a mere parking violation (e.g: a parking
ticket at the University of Toledo & the University of
Georgia cost $15).
Second, not everyone has all the time in the world
to play what I call the "parking game". In other words,
this is when a commuter migrates from lot to lot (and
from lot to lot) looking for an empty space or badgering another student for their space. Not everyone has
the time and gas to do this everyday!
Last, but not least, accomodations do need to be
made on those days we're running late! This includes
parking in the grass or inappropriate lots (faculty/
staff). As a result of our impatience, we get a $50
ticket! If President Ribeau wants to build community
and truly help students, then he should devote his
time and attention to this problem.
This should have been at the top of Ribeau's "To
Do List" when he first became President. However, it
is not too late to remedy the situation by lowering the
cost of tickets and constructing another commuteronly parking lot!

Food. We need it to survive. But not all foods are appeasing to everyone, and some
are downright disgusting to
many. Bugs, ape brains. Jellyfish—you might think people
would never eat those things on
purpose, but they do. Even
worse are the things we all eat
every day without realizing It.
And you thought the food on
this campus was bad!
In Alaska - At least until
the middle of this century, the
limit Indians considered the
partly digested green vegetables
and grasses taken from the
stomachs of animals they killed
to be a great delicacy. The
limits also put the fins, heads,
tails, and guts of fish in earthenware pots that they burled
underground, letting the contents decay for several months.
When dug up and served, this
dish haa the consistency of
thick paste and a flavor like
pungent cheese.
In Ancient Europe --In
medieval times, people ate animals brains, believing that they
helped to build thick, healthy
blood, and also that they kept
the eater's brain healthy.
In Ancient Rome -- The
ancient Romans loved to eat.
and on special occasions they
were known for their extravagant meals. The menu for one
particularly lavish feast Included pike liver, pheasant
brain, peacock brain, flamingo
tongue, and lamprey eggs.
In China -- Among the
delicacies sold today in the
markets of China are:
•Swallows' nests, for use
in bird's nest soup. The nests

Jason E.
Wolfe
are manmade by a variety of
swallows that live near the
sea. It mixes its saliva with
meat pecked from decaying
fish, and then drools thin,
sticky threads, which are woven into a nest. The nests are
sold dry. and they expand when
they are soaked, giving the
soup a thick quality.
•Dried Jellyfish, sold in
thin, almost transparent strips.
•"Vegetable caterpillar", a
fungus that has eaten the flesh
of a certain kind of caterpillar
and is sold encased in the
caterpillar's skin.
•Bear paws, for special occasions at Chinese banquets.
In Germany -- Blood from
cows, goats and sheep is eaten
the dish "Fried blood." and is
also used In making blood pudding, a type of sausage.
In Ireland -- Since the
1600s, Ireland's version of
blood pudding is made by
bleeding cows and boiling the
blood with milk, butter and
herbs. In some places, the
blood was allowed to clot, preserved with salt, cut into
squares and put aside for winter.
In Scotland -- Haggis, a
traditional Scottish food. Is a
Kudding made from ground
eart. lungs and liver of a
sheep mixed with oatmeal and
fat. The mixture is stuffed Into

the sheep's stomach and is tied
off. The stomach is then placed
in a pot of water and boiled.
In Taiwan -- Fresh ape
brains are considered a delicacy to the Taiwanese. The
dead ape's skull Is broken with
a stone or wooden hammer,
and the brain is scooped out
with a bamboo spoon. They are
considered to be "brain food,"
which will improve the intelligence of whoever eats them.
People have eaten human
flesh since the beginning of recorded history, but it was the
Carlb people of the West Indies,
whose name (which in Spanish
Is canlbaQ became equated with
the practice. Cannibalism has
been outlawed throughout
most of the world, but in some
places old habits die hard.
In Melansia, until recently, human flesh was considered a normal. if exotic, food
-- especially on the island of
FIJI, where It was referred to as
"long pig".
In Sumatra and parts of
Western Africa, human meat
was once sold in markets. Up
until this century , the Fang
people on the west coast of AT
rica bartered and sold the bodies of the dead among themselves for food. Not too long ago,
the Maori tribesman of New
Zealand ate the flesh of their
dead enemies after a battle.
What disgusting foods do
you eat? None? Think again.
Take a look at some of the gross
stuff you put in your mouth.
Check out the side panel
of your favorite box of breakfast cereal. See the ingredients?
They don't look gross, do they?

Well, wait until you learn where
they come from.
Gelatin: A thickener that
comes from the skins, hooves,
and skeletons of pigs and cows.
Whey: The thin, yellow liquid that remains after the protein is removed from milk.
Glycerin: substance left
over after manufacturing soap.
Artificial flavors: More
than a thousand different kinds
of manmade chemicals are use
to flavor foods, most of which
are known carcinogens (cancer
causing).
Natural colors: come from
plants and animals, including
tropical birds, lisli and insects.
Carmine, a red dye, comes form
the dried, crushed bodies of female scale insects.
Artificial colors: dyes
made from coal and petroleum.
Again, most of these are known
carcinogens.
Presumably, you like an
occasional pizza. And opting to
forgo the pepperoni and sausage, which incidentally happen to be ground up fecal-containing intestines of pigs, you
choose the mushroom topping.
Well, did you know that mushrooms are actually grown on
piles of horse manure? The
manure is heated for days until it turns into compost. It is
then spread into beds and
sprinkled with mushroom
spores. After a few weeks, tiny
mushrooms appear, which
soon grow to maturity.
Bon appetltel
Jason E. Wolfe, the
Wednesday columnist, says
you don't even want to know
what's in a hot dog!

Dave Emerich
Junior
Communication Disorders
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Recipe for a new and better America

The first of two parts
One thing is evident from
last Tuesday's elections: The
public is fed up with the AmeriTiffany Wendeln
Brandon Wray
can political system. ParticipaCopy Chief
Entertainment editor
tion (In the form of voting) is at
a 70-year low. American's trust
Anna Wahrman
Blake Parkins
in their leaders has declined
Assistant copy chief
Assistant sports editor since Watergate In the mld-70s.
The typical American voter is
both cynical and apathetic.
With this problem comes
an opportunity for change.
What Is needed is a series of
Jennifer Apt
Cathy Raidl
reforms designed to propel
Brian Gallatin
Greg Schwitzgebel Americans to the voting booth
and weaken the concentration
of power in the two major poErin Taylor
Jeff Gayton
litical parties.
To these ends. I propose
Ryan Kravitz
Jessica Wherry
the following reforms:
An attempt to register
every American of voting age
Margaret Kushlak
Carla Zvosec
-- One of the more common reasons people give for not particiCopyright 1996 The BG News. Reprinting of any material In
pating In our democracy Is the
this publication without the permission of The BG News Is strictly voter registration process. Each
citizen files dozens of federal
prohibited.
The BG News Is an Independent publication founded In 1920 and state documents each year,
and Is published dally during the academic year and
and there is no good rationale
Wednesday's In the summer.
behind an entirely separate
Opinions expressed herein are not necessarily those of the
voter registration process. I arstudent body, faculty or University administration. Opinions
gue that registering to vote
expressed In columns, cartoons and letters are not necessarily
should be built to the paying of
those of The BG News.
Income taxes, either at the fedLetters Intended for publication must be 200-300 words long, eral or state level.
typed and Include the writer's name, phone number and UniverTo encourage the most
sity affiliation. If any. The BG News reserves the right to edit any
underrepresented age group to
and all letters.
participate, voter registration
The BG News encourages Its reader to rxoufy the paper of
should also be automatic upon
any errors In stories or photograph descriptions.
registering for Selective Service
fTo be fair, this particular pro210 West Hall
cess would have to be opened
Bowling Green State University
up to all 18-year-olds, not Just
Bowling Green. OH 43403
able-bodied men. as It now Is).
bgnewsl © bgnel.bgsu.edu
To encourage the participation
of our newest citizens, voter
Penny Brown
Opinion editor

Production Staff

Hideki Kobayashi
Photo editor
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•" - '*. Independent agency, with the tion. Here I present a slightly

Mike
Wendling

registration should be automatic upon naturalization of
immigrants. These measures
would ensure that over 95 percent of Americans over the age
of 18 would be registered to vote
by the next Presidential election.
Greater Congressional
representation - The upper
limit on the number of Representatives Is currently 435.
This is an arbitrary and antidemocratic boundary. As the
population of the United States
increases, each member of
Congress represents more citizens, and the affect of individual citizens decreases. I propose the removal of this limit,
and Instead of a limit on the
number of representatives, a
limit of 100.000 on the number of citizens that a particular
member of the House can represent.
This would raise the number of members of the House
to about 2,500. a larger yet still
manageable number. With
population growth in the U.S.
slowing, It Is unlikely that this
number will climb any higher
than 3.500.
Furthermore, the practice
of district gerrymandering
should be halted. Every Congressional district u. the entire
nation should be redrawn by an

stipulation that no point in any modified version of his plan:
First, the state primaries
district shall be further than 60
miles from any other point. would be delayed until June of
Also, the new districts should, the election year in question.
wherever possible, be com- On every weekend In June, oneprised of simple geometric quarter of the states would hold
shapes, to avoid the Intentional their respective primaries.
inclusion of regions that are Party primaries would then
separate from the majority of take place no later than the end
the district, yet have the same of July.
In October, any candidate
political leanings.
Along with Increased rep- with over 10 percent of the vote
resentation In the House, I pro- in national polls would be Inpose the addition of one sena- vited to Join a series of debates.
tor per state, so that one sena- These debates would take place
tor from each state Is up for on each Sunday in October.
On election eve. each canreelection every two years.
Imagine the effect of these didate would receive one half
changes on our political sys- hour of time on each of the
tem. The resources of the two major networks and cable stamajor parties would be spread tions. The candidates would not
thin, and smaller Congres- be able to refer to their opposional districts would give In- nents, and would have to addependent and third party can- dress a specific Issue.
Election day would be
didates viable chances to win
House seats. Such reforms moved to the first weekend in
would break up the stronghold November, and polls would be
that the Democrats and the open for 24 hours, and concur Republicans have on our na- rently in all time zones (i.e. from
6 p.m. Saturday to 6 p.m. Suntional politics.
Changes in the Presiden- day in the Eastern time zone:
tial Election Format - Presi- from 3 p.m. Saturday to 3 p.m.
dential elections In general, and Sunday in the Pacific time
the most recent one in particu- zone).
These reforms would
lar, suffer from an enormous
lag time between their Initiation heighten the Interest and
and their conclusion. Voters awareness of the average
make up their minds early, and American citizen.
Next week: Leveling the fitoday's scientific polls can predict the winner far in advance, nancial playing field
Mike Wendling Is the
decreasing the Incentive for any
Wednesday columnist for The
particular citizen to vote.
In the Nov. 11 Issue of BG News. Questions and comNewsweek, Tom Brokaw set ments can be sent to 210 West
forth a plan to Increase voter Hall or mikcwenObgnet.bgsu.
Interest In the Presidential elec- edu.

).
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Faculty Senate
given feedback
Daria Wamock
The BC News
Sexual harassment and declining enrollment were the main
topics of discussion during a
meeting Tuesday between the
Faculty Senate Executive Committee and University provost.
The Joint conference was
among several planned throughout the academic year to serve as
a forum for the exchange of opinions and ideas related to the goals
of the University. It allows for
the Senate to gain administrative
feedback on their agenda.
The meeting mainly focused on
the progress on sexual harassment and anti-discrimination policies and student recruitment
and retention.
Provost Charles Middleton explained to SEC the importance in
raising the enrollment number
before Jobs are lost as a result of
the decrease.
"That is what's going to happen
if we don't turn this in the right
direction," he said. "We're hustling like crazy, but we're going
to have to take some chances."
Middleton said the full effect
of plans implemented to increase
enrollment will not be seen until
three enrollment cycles are
completed.
"It's going to be October of
1999 before we see if we have
made It," Middleton said. "Or if
we know anything about enrollment."
Janet Morrison, graduate student senate president, said the
University should use all of its
tools in the recruitment process,
including students.
"I don't think students have
been utilized," Morrison said.
"Use us, we're here to help."
Middleton said enrollment is a
long-standing issue which would
definitely be discussed further.
He said many ideas have been
suggested and the University is
working on implementing those
ideas.

Frozen Solid

"That is what's going
to happen if we don't
turn this in the right
direction. We're
hustling like crazy,
but we're going to
have to take some
chances."
Charles Middleton
provost
"We're full of ideas right now,"
Middleton said.
In other business, SEC and the
provost discussed sexual harassment and anti-discrimination
policies.
Middleton told the committee
the level of awareness of the policies needs to be increased
among the University community. He suggested the policy be
short and to the point, with no
tolerence.
"All of us should be concerned.
People need to have the level of
awareness increased," Middleton
said. "Our tolerence level of this
is zero."
A task force, led by Suzanne
Crawford, dean of continuing education, has been formed to
study the policy and increase its
awareness.
Morrison said the committee
has been charged with a difficult
task. She told SEC that students
needed to be informed of the policies instituted by the University.
"The issues are complex,"
Morrison said. "It has been very
difficult to come up with what we
need to do."
Middleton said he wants the
policy to be clear and immediately accessible to the University community.

A maintenance worker from the City of Cleveland tries to thaw out a statue in a city park.

Petitioners want Findlay to clean up roadside properties
The Associated Press
FINDLAY, Ohio - Three properties along Interstate 75 on the
city's southwest side should be
cleaned up because they are eye-

sores and present the wrong
image
imaee to passing
oassine motorists, some
residents said.
Mayor John Stozich said he recently received a petition with 88
names claiming the three prop-

erties are ruining the city's and very undesirable to visit,"
image.
imaee.
Stozich said.
In a letter, the residents said
Stozich said Tuesday that he is
some Canadians traveling the taking the residents' concerns
highway "truly believe that Find- seriously, but questions some of
lay is a dirty, junk-filled town their claims.

'Reverend Slim' breaks laws to help poor
Milch Weiss
The Associated Press
TOLEDO - Some say the Rev. Slim Lake is a food stamp Robin
Hood who's putting his freedom on the line to help the poor.
But others believe the rail-thin street preacher, who admits he buys
food stamps illegally to feed the downtrodden congregation he ministers to every Sunday in an inner-city park, is a crook who should pay
for breaking the law.
The 40-year-old "Rev. Slim," as his followers call him, has been
charged with food stamp trafficking. If convicted, he could serve 15
to 40 years In Jail.
The prospect doesn't daunt the ex-con who has been arrested more
than 30 times. The founder of God's Church of the Streets is a man
with a mission.
"You know, I've been buying food stamps to feed my congregation
since I started my ministry," he said.
"How can you put somebody in jail for feeding the hungry? If that's
a crime, then put me in jail."
He admits he buys food stamps on the street at discount rates and
exchanges them for food to feed his congregation, which consists of
the poor, the homeless, recovering alcoholics and drug addicts.
For almost seven years, the former drug dealer, addict and street
hustler has been preaching the Word and feeding the hungry at the
all-day outdoor services he holds every Sunday in Gunckel Park.
One recent Sunday, Lake watched proudly as followers erected a

canvas tent and lighted grills, set up folding chairs and made ready
for the day's services.
"I'm going to beat this," Lake said smiling, showing off two gold
front teeth.
Then he paused, feeling some doubt.
"I don't know what's going to happen. Everything is in God's
hands," he said.
"No way Rev. Slim! They're not going to put you in jail," shouted
his girlfriend, Melinda Scon, 24.
Not everyone thinks Lake is a godsend.
To many people, including some residents of the housing project
across the street from the park, the man born Charles Lake is bad
news.
"I just don't trust him," said Charles Robinson, 52. "I dont know
what it is. He brings in a bad group of people. Bad group."
Prosecutors and police wont comment about the food stamp case.
A trial date was pending.
Lake claims he was set up. He says an undercover police officer offered to sell him $500 worth of food stamps for $300. The offer was
too good to refuse and he was arrested.
He has been in and out of jail since 1978, when he accidentally shot
a friend in the head. The friend survived, but Lake served six months
for negligent assault and carrying a concealed weapon.
From 1978 to 1989, Lake sold drugs - getting hooked on crack in the
process - and stolen goods.
One night, while living at his sister's house, Lake says he got a mes-

sage from God: establish God's Church of the Streets.
Lake, a Baptist, began visiting homeless shelters, offering $3 to the
homeless to join the church he attended near the park.
They came. But after a few weeks, he said, the church told him to
stop bringing them because "they were not the right kind of people."
He refused, and one Sunday, security guards turned them away.
That's when Lake decided to give up crack and preach at the park.
Some inner-city residents admire Lake. They say he helps them
when they are in trouble, takes them to supermarkets to buy groceries and is always around when they need to talk.
"He's Just like a brother and good friend," said Willie Valliant, 37,
of Toledo, a recovering alcoholic and drug addict.
Cecelia Carter, who had struggled with alcoholism for 20 years.
Joined Lake's flock in 1994.
"You know what? Since that day I haven't had the desire, nor the
taste for a drink," she said.
The services are part revival, part picnic. Children play football
and baseball in the park, while adults prepare food and talk.
Food is served from noon until 3 p.m. Then Lake preaches for an
hour from a makeshift stage inside the tent. Then more food is served
- barbecue ribs, chicken, ham sandwiches. On any given Sunday, between 150 and 300 people eat and hear Lake preach.
Food is a way to reach people, Lake believes. At one time, he served
alcohol to get people to come. He no longer does that.

LEGISLATORS
Continued from page one.

of State Representative Randy
Gardner.
"Randy's been not only a supporter of the city of Bowling
Green and the University but
also a real supporter of education," Ribeau said. "It's imporant
to have a passionate voice in sup-

port of education in Columbus not going to make a major difference in how business is done, but
and he is that."
you do have to become acquainMason and Ribeau said the ted with the new players,"
changes in policy will not be sig- Ribeau said. "By the end of the
nificant, since the leadership is next semester we should have
not expected to change.
had introductions to all of the
new people."
"I think they're closely enough
aligned philisophically that it's
At the request of Mason,

BGSU BASKETBALL
Exhibition Games
Women vs. Columbus AAU at 5:45
Men vs. DC Explorers at 8:00
Come Rock the House that Roars
Free Admission with Student ID

*"*«.

Ribeau said he plans to be in
Columbus every other week next
semester to make the University's needs known.
Mason said the president's
efforts are crucial to the University.
"I think that its important that
the people who make the de-

COME HEAR CUTS
OFF THE BEATLES
HIT ALBUM
SERGEANT PEPPER'S
LONELY HEARTS
CLUB BAND!

11ON. Main 'Bowling Creen, OH
•3S2-9222*

cisions concerning higher education get to know Sidney," Mason
said. "The president is the best
representative of the University,
and he can make my job a heck of
a lot easier if he is involved as
much as possible."

officials from Columbus to campus.
"We're going to continue to
bring people to campus," Ribeau
said. "What we want to do is try
and bring people to campus who
are Influential in the political
arena to meet with our adminisRibeau said the administration tration, our faculty and our stuIs going to attempt to bring more dents."
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Passenger indicted
for pipe bomb threat
The Associated Press

DAYTON, Ohio - A federal
grand Jury on Tuesday indicted a
passenger in connection with a
bomb scare that forced the
emergency landing of a jetliner
last month
Richard A. Josephson, 37, of
Elsmere, Del., was indicted on
one count of communicating information aboard an aircraft he
knew to be false and under circumstances in which the Information might reasonably be believed.

The indictment accused
Josephson of falsely communicating that he had pipe bombs on
his carry-on baggage.
Defense attorney John Rion
said he plans to ask for dismissal
of the charges.
"We think they made some
mistakes in the indictment," said
Rion.
Rion said any remarks his
client may have made occurred
while the airliner was on the
ground and that the law refers to
airliners in flight.
Josephson was accused of say-

ing he had pipe bombs in his carry-on bag after he boarded USAir
Flight 17 in Philadelphia on Oct.
13. The plane, which had been
bound for Los Angeles, carried
109 passengers and crew members.
The aircraft made an emergency landing at Dayton International Airport. Eight people were
slightly injured during the evacuation. No explosives were
found.
Josephson said he had been
joking about the pipe bombs.

Penalty fulfilled
Auto
by state senator
thief
shot by
trooper
The Associated Press

The Associated Press

LEBANON, Ohio - A man
driving a car stolen in Kentucky was shot and wounded by a State Highway Patrol trooper following a
chase Tuesday, the patrol
said.
Stephen Michael Wharf,
22, of Carroll, was shot
when he pointed a rifle at
Trooper Matthew Evans,
the patrol said.
Wharf was shot once in
the head and was in good
condition at the University
of Cincinnati Medical
Center.
Patrol spokesman Sgt.
John Born said Wharf
would be taken to the Warren County Jail when he was
released by the hospital.
The car Wharf was driving was reported to have
left a suburban Cincinnati
Tilling station without paying for gasoline. About 2
am., Evans spotted the car
on Interstate 71 and tried to
stop it, the patrol said.
Evans pursued the 1997
Isuzu, which Born said had
been stolen from a dealer in
Louisville, at speeds up to
100 mph.

COLUMBUS - A judge ruled
Tuesday that state Sen. Gene
Watts complied with the penalty
imposed for an ethics violation.
Franklin County Common
Pleas Judge John Bessey said the
Galloway Republican did not violate the terms of his sentence for
his Involvement in the Statehouse honoraria scandal.
Bessey earlier this year fined
Watts $250 and ordered him to
perform 40 hours of classroom
instruction in ethics of public
officials. Watts pleaded no
contest on Feb. 2 to a charge of
failure to file a statement, a
fourth-degree misdemeanor, for
accepting a $500 check In 1993
for an event he did not attend.

Democrat Mary Jo Kilroy, who
unsuccessfully challenged Watts
in last week's election, had complained that Watts was teaching
outside his district, which covers
the western halves of Franklin
and Pickaway counties, on subjects other than ethics.
Watts has said Bessey never
specified that the classes had to
be taught inside his district but
had indicated a preference that
he do so. He said Bessey gave
him permission to teach outside
the district after his attorney told
the judge Watts was having trouble finding available classroom
space.
He also said he discussed other
topics at students' request only
after he finished discussing ethics.

City council urges
investigation rush
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS - Mayor Greg Lashutka said the City Council's
pressure to complete an investigation of police Chief James
Jackson by December will not affect the Investigation.
"The mayor understands
there's an anxiety factor," Gary
Parks, a spokesman for Lashutka, said Tuesday. "But he wants
to remind citizens that quality
takes time and the investigation
has to follow Its own course."

Live National Videoconference on Diversity Issues
MULTXMBDIA CAMPUS DIVERSITY SUMMIT

City Council members set the
deadline at a meeting Monday.
Council President John P. Kennedy said he's been assured by
Safety Director Thomas Rice
that "the Investigation is moving
as fast as possible."
However, Councilwoman Les
Wright said she will look Into how
the council might speed it up.
"This whole community has
been the victim of one action,"
she said. "Our silence has been
too loud to continue."

AUTO
INSURANCE

LIVING AND LEARMWQ M A PIUMUITK SOCIETY

DISCUSS ISSUES OF DIVERSITY
AT BCSU AND 200 OTHER COLEGE CAMPUSES
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 13,1996
7.-O0 P.M. - 9:45 P.M.

113 OLSCAMP HALL

• Low Rates
• Low Down
Payment
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Payments

FOR INFORMATION, CALL 372-2682
SPONSORED BY THE OFFICE OF ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
AND
THE PRESIDENTS HUMAN RELATIONS COMMISSION

Grounded

ALL-RISK

Mark Duacn/Tlw AlMcUtcd Prcil
A Delta Airlines Jet remains mired in mud and mow off the end of a runway at Cleveland Hopkins
Airport Tuesday morning.

Airport opens again
after snowy closing
Ken Benjer
The Associated Press

CLEVELAND - Cleveland
Hopkins International Airport
resumed operations Tuesday
after being closed for about 10
hours after the second plane in
two days skidded off a snowy
runway.
No one was injured in either
accident, and city officials said
the runways are considered
safe. All runways became
available at 1 p.m., officials
said.
Bill Cunningham, director of
port control for Cleveland, said
the Federal Aviation Administration is investigating both
accidents and will have a report on what caused them. He
said that before each of the two
planes landed there, other pilots had reported braking conditions were fair. Runways also
had been tested for friction.
"We always take extra precautions," Cunningham said.
"While we are concerned that
the patrons using this airport
make their scheduled flights.

the way this airport is operated
is always to make sure the
runways are safe and the airport is secure."
Stephen Sheehan, Cleveland's commissioner for port
control, said the planes went
off different runways. He said
no problems were anticipated
Tuesday night.
"We feel confidant what we've been doing is right and we're sticking with that," Sheehan
said.
Delta Airlines Hlght 256
from Atlanta, an MD-88 carrying 127 passengers and five
crew members, slipped off the
north end of a snow-covered
runway as it landed at about
9:30 p.m. Monday.
Similar conditions existed
Sunday night, when American
Airlines Flight 544 carrying
121 people - 115 passengers
and six crew members ~ from
Burbank, Calif., slid off another of the airports three
runways. The MD-H0 had made
a stop in Dallas.
Airport crews have been
working 24 hours a day to keep

the runways clear since the
storms began Saturday, Cunningham said.
He said the airport would
remain open as long as the
runways were determined to
be safe.
The Delta plane was not
damaged when it slid into mud,
Delta spokesman Bobby Harper said Tuesday.
"It was a smooth landing, but
the slippery runway and possibly a gust of wind combined to
cause the plane to slide off into
the mud," he said.
Bill Berry, another Delta
spokesman, said the plane was
pulled out of the mud and into a
hangar at midday.
"We are checking it out to
see if there was any damage,
but so far there is no indication
of any."
Dennis Jones, a spokesman
for the National Transportation Safety Board in Parsippany, N.J., said the NTSB was
aware of the two cases, but was
not required to investigate
since no serious injury or significant damage was involved.

CROOKS
Continued from page one.

tinue in its role of space provider. Crooks said he is trying to
educate himself on how he can
provide a better space for students.

"We've become more of a business and more of a provider of
space, and even though the programming still exists with UAO
and other programming organizations on campus, the Union
doesn't participate in that pro-

Study in Spain!

Spades Tournament
Wed. Nov. 20. 7:30p.m.
Off Campus Student Center
$5 per team - Bursarable
2 people per team
Sign up before Nov. 14
In the UAO office. 330 Union

INSURANCE AGENCY

Woodland Mall gift
certificates awarded to

top 3 teams.
For more info call 2-7164
Sponsored by UAO & the
Off-Campus Student Center

'.\'t~ V Main St.. Hem-linn Greed
Phone 352-2041 or

HTTP://PUBLICMEDIA.ORG/ISM
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cess as much as it needs to,"
Crooks said. "I think that's where
I am right now in my career. I'm
going through a process that is
helping me understand how the
University Union can better
serve the needs of the students."

Participate in the AYA
program in Spain this
summer and complete
101,102, 201, and 202
in 8 weeks. Advanced
students can go fall,
spring, or summer.
Financia I
aid
is
available. Come see
our video and meet
former students!
Information Night
Thurs. Nov. 14, 7 pm
101 Shatzel Hall
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Toledo tabbed as MAC women's hoops favorite
Bowling Green selected as fifth
Jason McMahon
The BC News
TOLEDO - Sara Puthoff took her place
among the elite last night at the MidAmerican Conference Women's Basketball Preview. Bowling Green's junior
guard was named to the preseason AllMAC team, while the Falcons were
picked to finish fifth overall.
"I know that we are capable of making
a run at the championship," Bowling
Green head coach Jaci Clark said.
Puthof f will be at the center of attention for Clark's squad, as she will be part
of a three-guard rotation including jun-

iors Bridget Andrews and Brooke Belcher. Throw in last year's MAC rebounding leader, junior forward Charlotta
Jones, and senior center Michelle Terry,
and the Falcons should be able to play
with any team in the MAC.
"It's a very competitive conference,"
Clark said.
Toledo and Kent State, both fresh off a
trip to the NCAA tournament, were the
consensus favorites for the top two
places in the preseason media poll. The
Rockets and Golden Flashes garnered all
but one of the first place votes in the

Voll takes the reigns at CMU

Women's
Basketball

?T3-33?130n "Poll
1. Toledo
234 (18)
2. Kent
207 (5)
3. Miami
197
4. Ohio
177
5. BowlingGreen
163 (1)
6. Central Michigan ...89
7. Akron
85
8. Western Michigan.. 83
9. Ball State
67
10. Eastern Michigan ...37
'Ht-ptoc* volts in paranthesis

See FIFTH, page Six.

Vlnce Guerrierl
The BC News
TOLEDO - When the women's basketball team opens MAC play Jan. 4 against
Central Michigan, it will be a homecoming for Central coach Fran Voll.
Voll, the new head coach for the Chippewas, is the winnlngest women's basketball coach in Bowling Green history.
While he coached the BG women's basketball team from 1984-91, they won
three MAC titles and four MAC Tournament championships.
"I'm going to be back in a place where I
have very fond memories and a lot of

success," Voll said of his return to BG.
Both he and Jaci Clark, the BG women's basketball coach, downplay the significance of the game.
"I think it's another game for the
media," Clark said. "We're going to prepare for the game against Central Michigan like we prepare for every other
game."
Voll said the team may realize the significance of the game as his first game
back at BG as well as the first conference
game, but he will not give any special attention to the game because It Is against

Academian Burch a leader Game of soccer
on and off the soccer field is misunderstood
6. Michael Graham
The BC News

Kelly Dlelrick/Tlu BG Ntm

Joe Burch, an Academic Ail-American, hopes to lead the Falcons deep
into the NCAA tournament
One of the reasons Burch came
the all-time leaders. When asked
about his accomplishments, to Bowling Green was Rob Martella, a BG standout who attended
Burch remains modest.
"We know where we are, but high school at Turpin High in
the most important thing to us is Cincinnati, where Burch went.
"I never got to play on a team
that we're winning games."
with him," said Burch, "But I
And winning games is some- thought that he was the greatest
thing that Burch knows all about. player. He was an important part
Since his freshman year in 1993, when I was younger. I wanted to
he has led the team to a 44-19-4 play like Rob someday."
record, playing in all those
See BURCH, page Six.
games and starting all but one.

Mid-American Conference Soccer Tournament
1 Bowling Green
Saturday • noon

4 Miami
Friday • 2 p.m

lowest remaining seed

5 Eastern Michigan
Championship Game
Sunday • 1 p.m.

3 Kentucky
Friday • noon

Runners end
up season
respectably

by Americans

Jim Tocco
The BC News

It's 5 minutes until 4 p.m. on a
cold, windy Bowling Green
Wednesday. You might not expect to find the Bowling Green
soccer team, outside in sweatshirts, enthusiastically joking
around before practice.
From the mass of players congregated on the south end of the
field, Joe Burch springs up and
runs around the field to the other
side. The other players follow.
It's time for practice to begin.
Burch, an Academic AilAmerican, is the consummate
picture of a collegiate athlete.
Through year-round soccer practices, the business purchasing
and production major has managed to maintain a 3.72 GPA,
making the Dean's List five of his
six semesters here.
He's pretty good on the field
too. Good enough to have made
the top six all-time Bowling
Green leaders In both goals and
points. Good enough to be named
all-MAC, all-Ohio, and allMideast each of the last two
years. And respected enough by
his teammates to have been
named a team tri-captain
Burch has accumulated 28
goals in his career, and he and
Steve Klein rank highly among

See VOll, page Six.

other remaining seed
Saturday • 2 p.m

6 Western Michigan

2 Akron

Editor's note: This is the first
in a series of stories leading up
to the Mid-American Conference Soccer Tournament to be
held at BG's Cochrane Field
beginning Friday. In
tomorrow's edition, current
coach Mel Mahler will be featured, as will former BGSU
coach Mickey Cochrane.
Soccer is the most popular
sport in nearly every country
in the world - except the
United States.
Offensive fanatics who
watched the World Cup soccer
championships hosted by the
U.S. in the summer of 1994
probably thought the game
was boring because there
were not too many high-scoring games.
But low-scoring is just the
point of soccer, as members of
the BGSU team explained.
"At the beginning of the
season, we always make sure
we're solid defensively,"
Bowling Green trl-captain Joe
Burch said on the team's defense. "Once you're solid from
a defensive standpoint and
you prevent the other team
from scoring, you just play
ball the way you know how
and eventually the goals are
going to come."
Bowling Green hosts the
third-annual Mid-American
Conference Tournament this
weekend. Action gets underway Friday with first-round
action, while the Falcons - the
No. 1 seed and pre-tournament
favorite - kick off Saturday at
noon against an as-yet undetermined opponent.
Defense, as always, will be a
key Ingredient in any BG success. Falcon senior trip-

captain Steve Klein offered
his view on the issue of team
defense.
"I think a lot of people in the
United States are looking for
high-scoring games," Klein
said. "So when they see a 1-0
or 2-1 game, they think it's a
little boring because there are
not many goals.
'Teams that play good defense generate offense from
their defense just by frustrating their opponents. Everyone
on the field can play offense
so it helps to play good defense."
BG head coach Mel Mahler
noted that good individual defense leads to good team defense.
"If you do that, then you
keep the ball out of your net
and you have a chance to win
ballgames," Mahler said. "In a
lot of cases, you may only
score one or two goals so it's
important to play solid defense."
Unlike a couple years ago,
some people have begun to
understand this concept.
'To a certain degree, what
we had is a generation of soccer players who had grown up
with the game since their
youth days," Mahler said. "As
they're becoming young
adults in their twenties and
thirties, they understand the
game a bit better than 5-10
years ago when people didn't
really play the game as children. What we had were parents taking their young kids to
soccer matches and learning
the game through their kids.
"When there's not a whole
lot of scoring going on and not
knowing and understanding
the game, they got bored with

Jason McMahon
The BC News
Sid Sink enjoys proving the
prognostlcators wrong. Last
year, his Bowling Green men's
cross country team scoffed at a
preseason poll and won the MidAmerican Conference. But
lightning didn't strike twice.
Sink's team had been picked to.
finish sixth each of the last two
seasons by the MAC coaches.
While the Falcons were able to
surpass the predictions last year,
they weren't this year. Bowling
Green fell right into that sixthplace position at last week's MAC
Championships in Muncie, Ind.
But Sink was far from disappointed
"Actually, It was pretty good,''
Sink said. The Falcon men travel
to the District meet this Saturday
in Champaign, 111.
"We couldn't have asked for a
whole lot more," Sink continued
"We really took a lot of positives,
even though sixth place is not a
goal we usually have."
Usual or not, that was the Falcons' goal going in. Bowling
Green had also set their sights on
Kent State and were able to
defeat the team that had beaten
them twice already this season.
But the MAC meet brings out
something special in the Falcons.
"This is the second year in a
row that we've had our best team
race at the MAC meet, which is
exactly where you want it," Sink
said. "This is a tradition that we
plan to continue."
Sink was especially pleased
with the performances of four of
his top five runners: junior Rob
Bowman (22nd), sophomore Dan
Flaute (27th), junior co-captain
Craig Nleset (35th), and freshman Kreg Hatf leld (45th). Junior
Jim Weckesser, who had been
BG's top runner lately, fell victim to a stomach cramp and
struggled mightily en route to a

See SOCCER, page Seven.
See RUNNERS, page Six.
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"We've got a lot of question
marks."
Kent is using last year's trip to
the NCAA tournament as a motivator this season.
"That's just something that's
driving us this year," Templin
said.
Miami, picked third, returns its
entire starting line-up, including
senior guard and preseason AllMAC Jennifer Wenclewicz. Ohio
University, picked fourth, is bolstered by the arrival of two Ohio
State transfers, including 6-4
center Amy Turner. Her presence has Bobcat coach Marsha
Real! excited.

media balloting.
"It's an honor to be picked
number one,"
said Toledo
head coach
Mark Ehlen. "I
don't mean to
sound arrogant, but It's
really no surprise. At the
same time, I
know that we
Clark
were picked
first last year, and we didn't finish first"
The Rockets boast of two
"It seems like most of our
players named to preseason All- players are finesse, so I'm glad to
MAC In senior forwards Angela get a power player," Real] said.
Drake and Mimi Olson. Both
Central Michigan, with former
were named first-team All-MAC BG coach Fran Voll in his first
a year ago. Along with last year's year on the bench for the ChipMAC Freshman of the Year, pewas, was tabbed sixth. Akron
guard Kim Knuth, they hope to was seventh, followed by
build upon last year's success, Western Michigan and Ball State.
which Included a MAC tournaEastern Michigan, with six
ment championship.
freshmen, snatched the dubious
Kent State the '95-96 regular honor of being selected dead last
season MAC championship, but in the poll. But that has not gothead coach Bob Lindsay doesn't ten the Eagles or head coach
necessarily agree with those that Paulette Stein down.
"They can do it," she said. "My
think his team will breeze
freshmen are talking NCAA
through the MAC.
"I'm being dead honest, I don't tournament. God bless them. You
know how good we are," he said. gotta love them."
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the Falcons. He said the game
will belong to the players, not to
him.
''I'm not
playing the
game," Voll
said. "I can assure you I
wont score a
point that
night. Our
season's not goVoll
ing to center
around BG. It's
not going to center around that
one night."
But Voll refuses to call it "just
another game."
He left his job at BG last
spring as the associate athletic
director for development to take
the coaching job at Central. He
said a variety of factors led him
to Central.
"I had thought about going
back to coaching for quite some
time. I'm familiar with the MAC.
I thought that CMU was the best
there was, and I was fortunate
enough that they wanted me. It
was the right fit for Fran Voll."
Central was ranked sixth in the
pre-season poll, something that
Voll appreciates.
"I thought it was very complimentary to our program," Voll
said.
"We've got a bunch of girls
who want to play," Voll said.
Voll compiled a 144-60 record
at BG between 1984 and 1991. In
his seven years as coach, his
teams finished first three times,
and second or third twice. He
was named MAC Coach of the
Year twice, in 1987 and 1989.

Martella (1989-92) is BG's alltime leader in points.
Burch also came here for the
strength of the program.
"I looked at Xavier," he says,
"And I was kind of thinking I
wanted to go somewhere where I
would have the opportunity to get
to the NCAA tournament and advance to the far rounds."
Well, it's Burch's senior year,
and BG has had advanced past
the first round in the NCAA tournament (199S). This year he
wants it badly.
"It's been a goal for me my
whole life to play on a top division one soccer program, and
each year that I've been here
we've just gotten better and better. It would just be a lifelong
dream to get to the Final Four."
Burch's goals and assists production is down this year from
previous years, but coach Mel
Mahler explained why.
"Joe usually has to take on one
or two of [the opponents'] best
players on him," he said. "And
this year's numbers do not adequately reflect what he means to
this team. If he's being doubleteamed, that will open up
someone else."
Burch, who plans on attempting to continue playing after college, still takes a realistic attitude about his career.
"I think I might play for a couple of years before I get on with
my career," he said.
In the meantime, Burch is focusing on the present.
"We want to get to the Final
Four," he said. "We're not going
to settle for anything less than

48th-place finish.
"I'm sorry Jimmy had a bad
race," Sink said. "I really thought
he had a shot at All-MAC [top 12].
It wasn't the fact that he wasn't
mentally ready, because he was.

it. Now, we have adults who have
grown up with the game and understand the beauty of the match,
of possessing the ball and knocking it around and a 1-0 game can
be a very good game. So we're
getting better, but we're still
leaps and bounds away."
Burch encourages people to
come out and see the games in
order to obtain better knowledge
of the game.
"People who say that soccer
isn't a very exciting game haven't gone to watch the game
enough," Burch said. "You
should come to see the game.
There's lots of chances on goal.
We have some real exciting
matches coming up also.
"Before you rule it out, you
have to give it a chance. There's
been some real exciting games
this year. If you give it a chance,
you can catch on."
Klein agrees.
"I think most people that come
out and watch it once or twice
start to see some good athleticism out here and that it's pretty
exciting," Klein said.
Mahler talked about the fans'
appreciation and support for the
game today.
"I think it's getting better and
better," Mahler said "When I
look at adult leagues, there's
adults playing the game who
have never played as a child because they enjoy playing it and
they see the fun in it. People are
starting to give it more of a
chance, which is great. I know
since I've been here 11 years that
our crowds are getting better.
But more importantly, they're
getting more knowledgable."

»that.

the Saturday, Nov. 16 Hockey
y

Last Week
4-6
Season
52-39

i-

THE BGSU CARIBBEAN ASSOCIATION
PRESENTS ITS

game VS. Michigan. Students

ONE LOVE
REGGAE
TR1BVTE
TO BOB MARLEV

valid student ID starting on
Monday, Nov. 1 1 at 9:00 am at

Free Event in the Spirit of Bob Marley
Donations (monetary or non-perishable food items) for
the B.G. Food Pantry

B.G.S.U. GOSPEL CHOIR

"We don't just have four to five
guys who show that they can help
in the future, we got 10 to 12," he
said. "I also feel that everybody
in this program believes in what
we are doing."
The men's coach wanted to
defer all of the attention to the
MAC champion women's team, a
program he used to be in charge
of himself. But make no mistake
about it, he plans to take his half
of the team to the same level real
soon.
"I just want it to be known that
our program is heading back in
that direction again in the very
near future," he said.

MAC Soccer Tournament

Saturday, November 16,1996
9:30 P.M. * Amanl, Commons

* the Memorial Hall Ticket Office.

Those words echoed the sentiments of many of Sink's comments: improvement and progression. After an oftentimes
frustrating season, he was very
happy to see his team pull
together at the right time. And
the fact that his team is exceptionally young - his top eight
consists of three juniors, one
sophomore and four freshmen just keeps him brimming with
optimism for next season.

STUDY HARD!

itthANNVAL

v may pick up their tickets with a

"They were all mentally ready,
they were all excited. I think it
really helped our program. They
all realized now that they are doing things right. We're progressing."

Friday, Saturday, and Sunday
Games begin at 12:00 and 2:00
Championship: Sunday at 1:00

Featuring:

1996-97

TH€ ARK BAND

PERFORMANCE SCHEDULE

(OHIO'S

(All Performances ore Subject To Change)

For Tickets, call Ticket
office at 372-2762

#1 ROOTS RCOOM BAND)

INFO. Call 419-352-7143 or 354-5052

.November.
November 23, 1996: Fall Concert, Grand Ballroom (Union) 6 pm

NEWMAN'S
MARATHON
525 N. Main St and W. Marry Ava.
353-1311

January.
January 86, 1997: Bethel A.M.E. Church (Columbue) 3 pm

-FebruaryFebruary 1, 1997: Collegiate Explosion, 101 Olacamp, 6 pm
February 9,1997: Evangelical Christian Community Church, * pm

March 1, 1997: 2nd Annual Benefit Concert, Grand Ballroom, 6 pm
March 16, 1997: Open Date

April
Possible Regional Tour: April 8-6th***More info, to come
April 26, 1997: 87th year Gospel Choir Reunion

BGSU GOSPEL CHOIR

UfflU
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' NOW AVAILABLE AT NEWMAN'S MARATHON "

An American Company Serving America

1966-1996
Serving C G
for
30 Years

March

LAROE DISPLAY Of

HEARTLAND YARD BARNS

•21.95
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RADIATOR
FLUSH & FILL

•39.95
With This Ad

Expira* 12/31/W
NEWMAirS MARATHON
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Slugger Belle rejects wealthy offer from Indians
Associated Press
CLEVELAND - The Cleveland Indians have made a rich offer to free
agent slugger Albert Belle. If they want
to keep him, it looks like they will have
to make an even richer one.
"We're in the game. I guess that's the
safest way to put it," Cleveland Genera]
Manager John Hart said. "We're not
close, but I think we've sent the right
message to Albert that we want him."
The Indians reportedly have offered
Belle $8.5 million a year for four or five
years, whichever the slugger prefers.

That's more than the five-year, $38 million offer that Belle rejected in spring
training. Negotiations stalled during the
season, and Belle became a free agent
on Oct. 28.
On Tuesday, Belle's agent, Am Tellem, denied the report but said Belle
probably will visit the Florida Marlins
next week, possibly on Monday.
"We're just waiting for the Belle to
ring Friday," Tellem said, referring to
the first day free agents can discuss
money with other teams.
Hart assured Tellem that this was not
the final offer. It has been widely re-

Hentgen wins Cy Young
Ronald Blum
Associated Press
NEW YORK - Pat Hentgen of
the Toronto Blue Jays became
the first player from a Canadian
team to win the Cy Young Award,
edging Andy Pettitte of the New
York Yankees on Tuesday.
In matching the second-closest
vote In the history of the American League Cy Young Award,
Hentgen, 20-10 with a 3.22 ERA,
received 16 first-place votes,
nine seconds and three thirds for
110 points.
Pettitte, 21-8 with a 3.87 ERA,
got 11 firsts, 16 seconds and one
third for 104 points in balloting
by the Baseball Writers Association of America.
Yankees reliever Mariano

Rivera earned the other firstplace vote and finished third with
18 points.
Charles Nagy of Cleveland was
fourth with 12 points, followed by
Mike Mussina of Baltimore with
five. Alex Fernandez and
Roberto Hernandez of the White
Sox were tied for sixth with one
point along with Ken Hill of
Texas.
The closest vote came in 1969,
when Mike Cuellar and Denny
McLain tied. In 1972, Gaylord
Perry beat Wilbur Wood 64-58.
Hentgen, who turns 28
Wednesday, led the major
leagues in complete games (10)
and innings pitched (265 2-3) and
was second in ERA behind
teammate Juan Guzman (2.93).

p

The BG News
Classified
Ads
372-6977
CAMPUS EVENTS

3 on 3 Toumwn«n.l
Saturday, Nov 16
Sign up baJor* W«da, Nov. 13
•i (he Rac Caowr Pro Shop!

Alpha Lambda Dalta
ATTENTION UEMBERSTUTORS NEEDED!
Would you be Interested in tutoring
College,secondary,or elementary sludente?
N so contact Shannon Bockbrsder

■1372-3961

Attention Student Film Makers
UAO Campui Ftkns will be showng student
Alms on Thursday. 12/12/96 at 9pm in the
Gish Film Theater. We need submission of
student Mms. I you would like your film to be
seen, give us a call at 372-2343 or nop by tie
UAO office - 330 Student Union and talk to
Matt Sayre kv more info.

BGSU Insn Club
The Insh Club will be meeting
Wed. Nov 13.1996 at 9:30 in
Rm 101 BA
ALL ARE WELCOME I
You don't heve IO be Irish

Unlvererty Computer Servlcee
Fell Seminars
Tha following University Computer Services
Seminars writ bo offered this tall. These tree
seminars are open to anyone at BGSU. You
must call 372-2911 to register tor the seminars.
A complete semtrw list can be found on tie
WWW at:
httpy/www .bg su .edu/departmentsAjcs/sem
mars
Advanced Microsoft Excel (IBM) This seminar covers advanced features of Excel. indudingspreadtheet formats, charts and macros.
Poor experience with Excel or srtendance to Intro, to Microsoft Excel tor Windows is recommended.
Wednesday. November 13th from 11am- 1pm
in207CXscampHall.
Monday, November 18th from 9am - 1 lam In
207C*acampHal.
Advanced Microsoft Excel (Msc)This seminar covers advanced features of Excel including spreadsheet formats, charts and macros.
Pnor expenenos with Excel or attendance ID Intro, to MKrosoft Excel (Mac) is recommended.
Friday, November iSth from 9am • Ham in
126 Hayes Hal
Monday, Novembsr 18th from 11am - 1pm in
126 Hayes Hal.
Intro to TRAPPER This seminar provides sn
introduction to the VM (TRAPPER) Operating
System, its commands and fits manipulation
TRAPPER also includes extensive statistics
programs. Attendees must have a TRAPPER
account, to obtain a TRAPPER account, visit
the DCS Computer Help Center in 210 Hayes
Hail. Accounts must be created 48hrs in advance
Wednesday. December 4th from 1pm -3pm in
126 Hayes HaH.

Total
Sports
Source
•Greek Organizations*
•Intramural Teams*
•Clubs*
Jackets -Sweatshirts
Personalized Holiday Gifts

ported that Belle is seeking a contract
that would pay him $10 million a year
and make him baseball's highest-paid
player.
Hart said he is working on a contingency plan in case Belle does not re-sign
with the Indians.
"We might have to build a club without Albert," Hart said.
Tellem, who represented NBA star
Reggie Miller in lengthy contract negotiations with the Indiana Pacers, predicted Belle would be signed by Thanksgiving.
"I don't think it's to anyone's benefit

to drag this out," Tellem said.
Belle was the top player in baseball
the last two seasons, according to statistical rankings by the Ellas Sports Bureau. In 1995, he became the first
player to hit SO homers and SO doubles
in a season. Last year, Belle hit .311
with 48 homers and 148 RBIs.
From 1991-96, Belle led the majors
with 234 homers. Barry Bonds was second with 217.
Belle's production has never been a
problem. His behavior has. Belle has
been suspended five times in his sixyear big league career for various in-

fractions, including berating a TV reporter at the 1995 World Series and using excessive force in knocking over
Milwaukee Brewers second baseman
Fernando Vina In a game marred by
brawls.
The Indians have some other potentially big bills coming due soon. All-Star
center fielder Kenny Lofton is playing
out his option in 1997, and third baseman Jim Thome is signed through "97
with a club option for "98.
Free agent reliever Eric Plunk has
reportedly rejected a two-year, $2 million offer.

Rose Bowl ticket, package prices set
Associated Press
COLUMBUS - Ohio State
fans are dialing for information on ticket prices, tour
packages and transportation
expenses in the event the
Buckeyes go to the Rose Bowl
for the first time in 12 years.
Arizona State, the Pac-10
Conference champion, will be
playing Ohio State in the bowl
game as long as the Buckeyes
win one of their two remaining
regular-season games against
Indiana and Michigan.
"There's a tremendous interest," Ron Hopper, senior
vice president of the Ohio State
Inlro. Io Pagemaker (Mac) Thu unw
covers basic desktop publishing using PageMaker lor me Macintosh Prior knowledge ol
Macintosh concepts is recommended Please
bring a blank 3 5" disk to the seminar.
Wednesday. November 20th trom 9am- 11am
in 126 Hayes Hall
Thursday, November 21tt Irom 2pm -4pm m
126 Hayes HaH.

Intro, to UNIX This seminar provides an introduction to the UNIX Operating System and is
commands Attendees must have a BGUm.
account. In order to obtain a BGUnix account.
you must first obtain a BCNel account trom
either the BA, Library. Tech or Union Labs.
BGNet accounts take 24 hours to activate. You
can then obtain a BGUnix account by: 1) visiting the BGNet menu option 12 (BGSU Com
purer Account Creation) or 2) accessing the
Web
at
the
URL:
hnpy/wv/w.bgsu edu/oniy-BG/get account hi
ml and completing the application form to
create you BGUnix account.
Friday, November 22nd horn 3pm • 5pm in 126
Hayes Hall
Monday. November 2SDi Irom 3pm - 5pm in
126 Hayes Ha*

Advanced PageMaker (Mac) This seminar
coven visual arrangement ol the page using
PageMaker lor Macintosh. Prior experience
with PageMaker or attendance Io Intro to
PageMaker (Mac) is recommended. Please
bring a blank 3 5" disk io the seminar.
Tuesday, December 3rd Irom 10am - noon in
126 Hayes Hal
Thursday. December 5fh from 2pm ■ 4pm m
126 Hayes Hall

Alumni Association said Tuesday. "We can't erase the messages off voice mail quick
enough The phones haven't
stopped ringing. I'd say there's
a peeking interest."
Hopper said 86,000 brochures will be mailed to members if the Buckeyes defeat Indiana Saturday. He said there
are about 4,000 to 5,000 packages available ranging from
$395 to $1,615. The least expensive package offers hotel
accommodations for two
nights, tickets and food, but
transportation is not included.
More expensive packages
include roundtrip airfare,

BG Flea Market
Nov. 16417
Antiques and collectibles.
Wood County Fairgrounds9-5
BG Prayer
Weds Evenings6 30-930
Prout Chapel
Come anyiimel

BGSU Environmental Programs
Distinguished Speaker Series
presents
William Jordan. Ill
Editor of Restoration and Management Notes
Outreach Officer ol the University of
Wisconsin Arboretum
"Why Restoration'
7:30pm in Overman Hall 095
Wednesday. November 13

CAVS
Cleveland Cavaliers vs. Sacramento Kings
Gund Arena
Sun. Nov. 24*-leave 9.30am return 6pm
127 wrtransportation
$24 wo transportation
'Bursarabie'
Sign Up 11/11-11/20
In the UAO office, 330 Union
For more info call 2-7164
sponsored by UAO
Don't miss your chance
10 van money
Blizzard ol Bucks
Wed. Nov. 13
Lenhart Ballroom
Teaser - 5:30pm
Show-8pm
•FreeFor more info cal 2-7164
sponsored by UAO

Attention Special Ed. majors
Come to our meeting Wed. Nov. 13 at 8 30
114 Ed. Bring a friend"

ground transportation, tickets,
souvenirs, dinner and dancing,
Hopper said.
Travel agents in Ohio were
deluged with calls Monday
from Buckeye fans certain that
they'll need a ticket to Pasadena, Calif. Their Rose Bowl
packages start at about $1,500
per person.
"If anyone calls for anything
else, I'm shocked," said Debbie
Harr, manager of Sandel Travel. She estimated the agency
received 100 calls on Monday
for Rose Bowl packages.
Some brokers in Arizona said
tickets would go no lower than
$400 apiece as Arizona State
BOB MARLEV REGGAE TRIBUTE
with
THE ARK BAND
Sal Nov. te at 930 PM Amani Room (Commons). A Caribbean Assoc. annual event. Entrance free: donations for BG food pantry wel
come.
Fall 9-bail tournament
F n Nov. 22 - Sat. Nov. 23
Campus Bowling a Billards
$5 - Bursarabie
Prizes awarded to top 3 finishers
Sign up in Campus Bowling & Billards.
I SI II Union
or Uao office 330 Union 11/11-11/21
for more into call 2 7164
sponsored by UAO
Financial Ald/Sludy Abroad Meeting
Come learn the financial aid process lor study,
ing abroad al 2:00pm on Thursday, November
14 In the Faculty Lounge ol the Union. Cal
372-0309 rl you have any questions.

fans excitedly emerge from a
10-year bowl drought Others
surmised the opposite, noting
Arizona State doesn't have as
strong a football tradition as
other schools.
"At this point, it's just
guesswork," said Danny Sharaby, owner of Tickets Unlimited Inc. of Phoenix. "Everyone gets on the bandwagon
while they're winning, but if
their record is diminished,
people say, 'I'll just watch It on
TV.'"
Sharaby, who was selling
tickets for $325 and up, said he
was busy with people both buying and selling tickets.

FR.EE BOOKS

WFAL

6g0 AM/Cable 50
Law Society
Speaker: OHIO STATE SCHOOL OF LAW
Wed. Nov. 13th 9:00pm Rm. 117BA

GO FALCONS!

Round
up for country and
recreational line dancing!
ftovarber 19, 1996
7p.m. -9p.m.
Macctonaia Countryside Cafeteria
For only ;-2, bursarabie, you can learn several dances.
Sign-up u> the UhO office, 330 Union,_fran November 6-19.
For tiKir.e info,
call ^-7164.

1045 N. Main
Bowling Green, OH

353-3411

Tl0% OFF^
Any Item vv7 '
this coupon

JAZZ NIG III
19 & Over Every Night

TONIGHT AT THE

Bowling Green State University
pCOCOCCCOXOCCCCOCOOC^OOOC'COCOCOC'C

SU1PLU9

8UIPLUS

The Bowl-N-Greenery

Downtown MO

ALL YOU CAN EAT

PIZZA!
Monday, Nov.18 & Tuesday, Nov.19
Monday, 1:00PM to 7:00PM
Tuesday, 8:00AM to 12:00PM
North end of Reed St. Warehouse

Items to be sold include: assorted
chairs, couches, tables, desk chairs,
dressers, wardrobes, lamps,
miscellaneous VCT equipment and
other items to numerous to mention.
Come early for best selection.
WILL BE CHARGED NO WARRANTIES ARE EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED ALL ITEMS SOLD AS IS, WHERE IS PURCHASED GOODS MUST BE
REMOVED AT TIME OF SALE BOSU is not responsible for toe*.
misplaced, or damaged merchandise

For further information call the Inventory Management
Department at 372-2121, Monday - Friday Sam -12:00 &
1pm-3pm.

our pizza Sufftt includes your favorite varieties of pizza,
complete soup & salad bar, potato Bar and Beverages

**5.£0
.'jwjvjvwsf.wsj::'

^Finest Restaurant
Make your Parents^eekenci
Extra Special

mms Wtob W

iHours: 4:30 ■ 7:00 pm

wwvvv.v

T

WE OFFER ▼

The Pheasant Room
All-You-Can-Eat

Spaghetti

your dinner includes all youcan-eat spaghetti with our
very own special sauce, tossed salad, potato,
dinner rolls, & Butter.

*?4.95

Other sandwiches &
dinners always available

9{ours: 4:30-7:00 pm

Meal Card Accepted 4:30-7:00 pm
Wig Charge Accepted 11:30 am-1:30 pm & 4:30 -7:00 pm

-Weekend Feature
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Uw oMMonfenno* - MULTIM E D1A CAMPUS
DIVERSITY SUMMIT - lakes place en
Wednesday. Nov. 13 from 7.00-8 45pm In Oil
camp 113. Sponsored by she Office of Academic Affairs and Via President's Human Halations Commission Discuss issues of diversay at BGSU and at over 200 other college
campuses. Your chance to apply critical
ttought and analysis to the dimensions of
dvtrtay In a east environment. For intormatton cat! 372 2662.
PraMe Marginals Back
Warned Soon
Submit your hasrasure A artwork
For info cal Kelly 353-1383

Senior Portraits
Due 10 the temendous response wo received.
Carl Wolf Studios vnl be retiming to campus
on Jen. 27-31. This wil be the Anal visit this
school year and win only last S days. Call tie
yearbook office at 372-0060 with any questions
SPADES TOURNAMENT
Wed. Nov. 20 730pm
Off-Campus Student Center
15 per team- Burse/able
2 people per team
Woodland mal gift certificates
•warded to top 3 teams.
Sign up before Nov. 14 in the UAO office.
330 Union. For more Into cal 2-7164
SponeoredbyUAOs.
Off Campus Student Center

USG ' USG ' USG ' USG
Lefs talk about ill
Al students, staff, family, and friends are invited to respond to the diversity bullein board
(In the Union across from the kilo Desk). The
Multicultural Diversity Summit is comingll
Let's talk about ill
USG ' USG' USG ' USG

LOST & FOUND
Lost: Tl 05 Black calculator <i rm 112 Life Science. Call 354-2620 Reward offered.

SERVICES OFFERED
For alteraoons
General Sewing.etc
Call 154-1006
FORGOT TO ORDER
GRADUATION ANNOUNCEMENTS?
PERSONALIZED ANNOUNCEMENTS
READYIN40HOURSI
HIGH QUALITY 4
MINIMUM ORDE R OF ONLY 1S
SEE GEE BOOKSTORE

353-2252
FHEE CELLULAR PHONE
FREE WEEKEND CALLING
50 Iree minulea per month
Only SS W per month
American Cellular/Alrtoucrl Cellular
Call Tadak 9 418-3S4-200S
Need e FREE tutor 7
YOU CAN COUNT ON
Alphe Lambda Delta
For more sitormation contact
Shannon Bockbrader at 372-3861
Pregnant?
Free pregnency tests. Conlideniial and caring
354-4673 BG Pregnancy center.
SBX'SSX'SBX
Personalized
Graduation Announcements
48 hour service
Minimum order oil 5
Stop m and sea usll
353-7732
SBX'SBX'SBX
Typing Services Resume*, Term Papers.
Thesis. Dissertations etc.
Cal 3S2-670S (8am -8pm)

FREE BOOKS

PERSONALS
f l A Cancun A Jamaica Spring Break Specials1
7 nights atr A hotel from $3981 Prices increasesoon - Save tSOl Save Si 50 on bod. drinks. S
free parties! 111% lowest price guarantee!
sprlngbreeluravel.com 1-000-078-6366

1 lemale sublease* needed lor Spring '97
Fum.. dose to campus. 8168/mo. A utjl Call
Marcie al 353-4260
1 female subleaser wanted
S133 75/month ♦ unl and cable
Free shuttle to campus. Call 352-2161

f1A Spring Break Panama Cilyl Boardwalk
Beach Resort) Best Hotel. Location. Price! 7
nights Si 291 Deylona - Best location $ 138I Cocoa Beach Hilton S1B0I spnngbreak travel .com
I 600-678 6386

1 male roommate needed. Own room in big
house. $l56'mo » uM 353-1355.

FREE CRAZY BREAD

"STUDY IN FRANCE THIS SUMMER"
Complete your foreign language requirement
in one summer with the BGSU Summer Cluster, silo meeting Wed.. Nov. 13. 7:30pm al
French House (opp. McDonald Quad.) For
more into on programs lor Summer. Fal.
Spnng. contact AYA office 372-7146, 223
Shatzef.

el LitBe Caesars
with purchase of 1 large pizza
et regular price
Call May -354-6500
We nave FREE delivery
Limit ol one order
Gamer'e
Loud l Local U.I.I Night
Wed. Nov 13th
abends
Siena at 8pm
$2 cover at door

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTSIM Grants •
echoterehlpe .velleble from eponeoralll No
prepayments. evevlll SSSCeah tor collegeSSS. For Into: 1-800-243-2436.
Attention Student Film Makers
UAO Campus Films will be showing student
films on Thursday, 12/12/96 al 8pm in the
Giah Film Theaier. We need submissions of
student films. If you would like your film to be
seen, give us a call at 372-2343 or stop by tie
UAO office - 330 Student Union and talk to
Mat! Sayte lor more mlo.
BGSU students: Join 10.000 other college students from around the country in en exploration
of the ways things are and the way they could
be. Live national videoconlerenca on diversity
isSues-MULTIMEDIA CAMPUS DIVERSITY
SUMMIT-On Wednesday. November 13 from
7-8 45pm in Olscamp 113. For information cal
372-2682.
CALLTODAYIII
Register lor Facts & Faces
Receive e Cenilicete from
the Amerlcen Red Croee
Learn updates on HIV/AIDS
Thurs . December 5th. 5 -8pm
Call 372-8355 to register
CAMPUS POLLYEYESII
Try our white pizzas!!
Vegatanan • meat • create with three iiems
Smal (10). 7.20, Medium . (120) 8 SO
Large (14')-11.80
Free Delivery 11 am - 2am 352-8631

GET INVOLVED DANCE MARATHON
Al organizations must have their
commitment lorms in by 5:00pm
Friday. Nov. 15*1 lo 440 Student Services
in order to be involved In this year's
DANCE MARATHON
Any questions? Cal Dawn at 2-3207
HURRY! HURRY1 HURRY!
GET INVOLVED DANCE MARATHON
Got The Boring Green 8lues?7?
Let The
MIDNIGHT MARAUDERS
Interplanetary Disco Jockey Entertainment
tickle yer ears 11
TorWeatBREWSTERS

INTRAMURAL ADVISORY BOARD APPLICATIONS DUE: GET INVOLVED IN INTRA
MURALSII APPLICATIONS ARE BEING ACCEPTED FOR THE INTRAMURAL ADVISORY BOARD FOR SPRING 1997 IN THE INTRAMURAL OFFICE PICK UP AN APPLICATION IN 130 PERRY FIELD HOUSE AND RE
TURN TO M OFFICE BY NOVEMBER 18
INTRAMURAL ENTRES DUE: MAW
3-PLAYER BASKETBALL - NOV. 13; M 6 W
TRACK 6 FIELD - NOV. 21 PICK UP ENTRY
FORMS IN 130 PERRY FIELD HOUSE ALL
ENTRIES DUE BY 4:00PM ON DUE DATE.

CONGRATULATIONS
Phi UpSikm Omicron
Fall 1880 New Initiates
Daniel Albrecht
Heather Bale
Nancy Lianas
KnstenE Reece
Laurie Mane Robb
Rebbecca Rogier
Melissa Sears
Christopher Taylor

JOIN BACCHUS
An organization that educates BG
on responsible drinking.
Applications availalbe @ Center lor
Wetlness & Prevention
(2nd Floor Health Center)
Due Thursday Nov 21 by 5 00pm
recall2 9355

Attention Studenl Film Makers
UAO Campus Films will be showing student
films on Thursday, 12/12/96 at flpm in die
Gish Film Theater We need submissions of
student films. If you would like your film io be
seen, give us a call at 372-2343 or slop by tie
UAO office - 330 Studeni Union and talk to
Matt Sayre for more mlo.
Female Subleaser needed lor Spnng v7
Own Room and Bathroom S183/mo.
Call 353-9077
One nonsmoking subleaser needed for twobedroom apt. Own room and plenty of space.
iB7.5(Vmo. • utilities Convenient off-street
parking. Cal 353-3213.

KO* AMY WILLIAMS *KD
The sisters ol Kappa Delta
would like to congraiulaie
Amy on her new posit on
as DGRi Were so proud of you
KD' AMY WILLIAMS • KD

DM • DANCE MARATHON • DM
Attention all DGR's
(Dancer Group Representatives)
Meeting Wed November 13th
©9301010BA
Thomsonlll

KD* CINDY PEPER'KD
The sisters of Kappa Delia
would like to congratulate
Cmdy on her recent engagement
to Man Mustenc We wish
you two the best ol luck
KO'CINDY PEPER'KD

ENJOY A SUMMER OF
ENRICHMENT AND FUN'"
'A Summer in Mexico Program'
4 weeks in Guadalajara and 2 m Mexico Oty
8hrs credit in two courses on
Mexican culture
There is no subsitute for positive experience
than to travel through cultural realities of Ancient and Modem Mexico For more tntormaDon call Proleseor Andrade 372-7118
FORGOT TO ORDER
GRADUATION ANNOUNCEMENTS
PE RSONALIZE D ANNOUNCEMENTS
READY IN 40 HOURS!
HIGH QUALITY A
MINIMUM ORDER OF ONLY 15
SEE GEE BOOKSTORE
353-2252

II Pays To Discover! Use Your
Discover Card And Save Up To $25!
To Apply For A Card.
Cal 1-800-IT-PAYS-TO.

Bahamas Party
Cruise
$279
6 Days-All Meals-Free PartteT
•Includes Taxes

Cancun

$399

Jamaica

$419

7 Nights-Alr.Holel-Save $150
on Food a Drinks

7 Nights-Air. Hotel-Save $150
on Food & Drinks

KD ' DANCE MARATHON ' KD
The sal tars of Kappa Delta
would like to congraulale
our oweaomo morel captains
Amy Flowers and Cmdy Peperl
You guys are great!
KD ' DANCE MARATHON ' KD
Onentaton g7
If interested al being en Onentabon Leader for
the Fal of 1997, please pick up an application
in 405 Student Services Applications due
November 22.1996.
Senior Ron raits
Due to the remendous response we received.
Carl Wall Studios wil be returning to campus
on Jan. 27-31. This wil be the final visit this
school year an wil only last 5 days Call the
Yearbook office et 372-8066 with any questions.
The Molten (North America) Corporation is cur
renlty seeking students interested mperlormmg
light industrial work, staring with the Spring
Semester 1997 The job will consist ol deflashing, inspecting and preparing rubber automotive pans lor our customers. Further information wil be presented dunng interviews
conducted al 436 N. Enterprise St (use Ridge
Road entrance- this is the Old Heinz Bunding
formerly used by Hisan) Bowling Green, on
Wenesday, November 13 12 noon lo Spm and
horn 9am to 5 pm Monday. November 18.
Tuesday. November 19 and Wednesday.
November 20.

TODAY! TOOAY i TODAY l TODAY i

Florida

See the country!
Take the opportunity'
THE NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE
Enetting Details Today:
Wed. November 13th. 3:30pm
Slate Room, 3rd Floor Union
Call Co-op olfice. 2-2451. for more info

7 Nights-Panama City. Day
& Cocoa Beach
Spring Break Travel-Our 10th Year!

1-800-678-6386

SPADES TOURNAMENT
Wed. Nov 20 730pm
Off-Campus Student Center
SS per team—BursaraWe
2 people per team
Woodland mall gill certificates awarded
to lop 3 teams. Sign up before Nov. 14 in
■he UAO office. 330 Uraon.
For more into cal 2-7164
Sponsored by UAO ft
Off-Campus Student Center
Subleaser needed for Spring Semester. Cal
Kevin at 352-2472.
Travel backpack Going to Europe. Nights cal
3525953
Wanted subleaser lor Spring
$16? 50. utilities call
Mete 354 1074
WANTED: STUDENTS. FACULTY/ADMINISTRATORS ANOSTAFF TO PARTICIPATE IN LIVE VIDEOCONFERENCE ON
WEDNESDAY. NOVEMBER 13 FROM
7-945PM IN OLSCAMP 113. THE MULTIMEDIA CAMPUS DIVERSITY SUMMIT WILL ALLOW YOU TO EXPLORE LIVING AMOLEARNING IN A PLURALISTC SOCIETY
L HERE AND AT OVER 200 OTHER COLLEGE CAMPUSESI CALL 372-2682 FOR INFORMATION

HELP WANTED
tl Aweeome Tripe! Hundreds ol Students
Are Earning Free Spring Breek Trips A
Money! Sell t Tripe A Go Freel Bahamee
Cruise S279, Cancun A Jamaica S39B, Panama
Clly'Daytone
S119I
www.eprlngbreektrevel.com
1-600-678-63SS
Si 750 weekly possible
mailing our circulars.
For ink), cal 301 -369-2047

Unison is seeking Case managers to provide
community support services to clients with
serious mental illness. Responsibilities will
include providing assistance with the social,
vocational, economic, and environmental
needs of assigned clients and assisting in
their ability to live in the community. Valid
driver's license and Ohio counselor or social
worker license is required. Consideration will
be given to candidates who have passed the
license test but have not yet received their
license. Excellent salary and benefits
package. Send resume with cover letter by
11/22/96 to Unison, Director Human
Resources-CM, P.O. Box 10015, Toledo, OH
43699-0015. EOE.

unson
1/

Behavioral Health Group

Seer Ughie. Minors, Neons
Huge Selection
(419) 288-3687 lor appl
Now through Christmas
25 minutes from BG
Rain or shine- Please clip ad

Deli Help needed for tie new Barry's Bagels In
Perrysburg. Riverplece Shopping Mall. Fufl/pt
time positions available. Applications being accepted at any Barry's Bagels location or cal
872-4700.

Cable Descrambler Kit
114.95 See ALL the channels.
1-800-752-1389

EARN S500 or more weekly stuffing envelopes
al home. Send long SASE to: Country Living
Shoppers. Dept. l». PO Box 1779. Denham
Springs.LA 70727.
Earn cash stuffing envelopes al home. All materials provided. Send SASE to P.O. Box 624.
Olatho, KS 66051.
Ful TirravPan Time flexible schedule. Easy
work, no experience. Earn S300-S600 wkfy at
home guaranteed. Call 7 days (407) 875-2022
EX1.0561H44.
General labor for manufacturing plant. Some
computer skills helpful. From 12 midnight to
6am. Call 419 632-1641
LOOKING

FOR

YEAR ROUND EMPLOY
MEN!
TIREDOF WORKING WEEKENDS?
Earn SS an hour A great benefita
at UPS
Sign up at 360 Student Services
UPS is an E.E.O. Employer

Accepting applications for full service gasoline
attendants For more into call:
352-8431

ACTIVITIES DIRECTOR-SUMMER OF
1997-Yogi Bear's Jetiysrono Camp Resort is
looking lor 2 outgoing, creative people to plan
and implement daily activities lor a busy family
camping resort near Sea World of Aurora,
Ohio
' Experience is preferred but not required.
Male or lemale recreatiorveducation majors
are encouraged to apply, especially those looking lor a practicum
* Salary is Si SO 00/wk with housing. $20Or*k
without.
' Interviewing will be done at the Resort.
Send your resume to:
JeUystone Camp Resort
co Andrea Schwartz
6511 Marsol #222
May field Ha.. Ohio 44124
ASSEMBLERS: Excellent income
to assemble products al home.
Into 1 504 646- 1700 DEPT OH 6255

Looking lor e career and not lust a |ob? Providing care and training to adults with mental retardatcrvdevelopmental disabilities is a rewarding and challenging career opportunity
Several pan time and sub positions now available starting at S7.5S per hour. Perl time positions after 90 days will receive S.9.0S •
I Sia.77rhr based upon experience. Sick leave
and vacation benefits tor pan time employees
Experience not required. Pan time positions
available m Bowling Green. Portage and Walbridge. Applicalion may be obtaned from tie
Wood County Board ol MR/DO. Entrance B.
11160 E. Gypsy Lane Road. BG. 8:00am - 430
pmEOE
MANAGERTRAINEE INTERNSHIP
ROADWAY EXPRESS in Archbold. OH is looking lor a studenl tor part time position for
Spring semester. Position involves dispatching, supervising, communication, computer
functions and customer relations. Positions
pays leOu/hr Hours: Flexible 20-25 hrs/wk.
Interested students can Rick Hug, Terminal
Manager 600-472-6749.
Nowhinng
Cashiers, Pan-time. 2nd A 3rd shifts
Call 352-5734
Part-time dishwasher needed immediately and
part-time cook. Apply in person lo BG Country
Club. 923 Fawview Ave.
Sales consultant needed lor plumbing showroom. Able to work nights and Sat. 15-20
hrvweek. Sales expenence a plus. Desgn/Construction backround helpful Send resume to the Kohler Bath House. 125 E. Indiana
Ave Perrysburg. OH 43551.
Substitute Teachers Needed
tor Something Special Learning Center
m WalervtUe. Ohio. Call 419-876-4190

The Molten (North America) Corporation is currently seeking students interested in perform
mg light industrial work, starting with the Spring
Semester 1997. The |Ob will consist ol deflashing, inspecting and preparing rubber automotive parts for our customers Further information wil be presented dunng interviews
conducted at 436 N. Enterprise Street (Use
Ridge Road entrance -Tins is tie Old Heinz
Buildmg formerly used by Hisan) Bowling
Green on Wednesday. November 13.12 noon
to Spm and from 9am to Spm Monday. November IS. Tuesday November 19 and Wednes
day. November 20.
Toledo Public Schools is seeking nlerested
candidates who hold bachelor degrees al
Arts&Soences, Engineering, Trade A Industry
or Educalon, to substitute pan or full time
Please call (419) 729-8266,8296 lor further k>
formation or come in person to the Thurgood
Marshall (Admmistrason) Budding Room 101.
al Manhattan A Elm Streets. Toledo. Oh
43608.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE: Virtue Fighter 2. NHL Ail-Star
Hockey '98 A controller lor Sega-Saturn
Call372 5334bo.
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Wed. Nov. 13
Lenhart Ballroom
Teaser - 5:30 p.m.
Show - 8 p.m.
'FREE"
S

For more Info
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caff 2-7264

Web Master
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Ibanez Electric Guitar tor sale. 50 wan crest
amplifier w/12" speaker a drum machine.
Need 2-4 subleaser Spring '97. 2 bedroom, 2
bati. Vary dose to campus Call 354.5280.
Perfect College Computer
IBM compatible lap top 8 MB, Modem. MS of
fice Blk wht. S650 o bo. Call 419-874-2587
Power Book 165 12/160/14.4
w/canylngcaseS710
Call 353-7285 ask lor Paul
Queen Size deluxe waierbed tor sale
S70 Call 352-3745 Sp-gp

FOR RENT
1 BEDROOM APT AVAILABLE SPRING SEMESTER 1997 ACROSS THE STREET
FROM CAMPUS GREAT CONDITION AND
QUIET NEIGHBORS CALL 352-5627
2 bdrm for rent. Spring of g7
Close to campus • Gas included
Call 354-1235
2-3 subleasers needed Spring '97 2 bdrm. furnished apt. Free membership to Cherrywood
HoalrhSoa Call 353-4292
2-3 Subleasers needed from now until August •
2 bdrm. all large rooms - only pay electric, offstreet parking A laundry facilities avail. Cal
353-5215.
2 4 subleasers needed lor Spring t?
Furnished, close lo campus, reasonable rent.
Call Jen or Karen el 352-9660.
4 bedroom apt avail Spnng: new house, new
appliances, large balcony, quiet neighborhood.
Rent negotiable. Call 352-6633
Female sub-leaser Spring '97
Brand new duplex, furnished
S187 50'mo. 353-6061
Grand Rapids, OH. 3 bdrm,
Unfurnished duplex $400.mo • uM

Call 353-1654
Looking for 1 -2 subleasers lor Spnng on Summil Si. One bedroom, nice atmosphere. Can
3536255
MALE SUBLEASER NEEDED FOR SPRING
1997
FURN . AIR COND , BALCONY DECK. HAVE
YOUR OWN ROOM. CLOSE TO CAMPUS
S275/MO. INCLUDES DTI. CALL TROY
354 412S
One bedroom furnished or unfurnished apt.
EastEvers S375/mo. 419-669-3036
One bedroom apt available Dec. 7 thru Aug. 0
et 707 3rd St. Rent $3l0/mo * gas and elec.
Call 352-9551.
One subleaser needed for Spring '9?. close lo
campus, own bedroom S265/mo • elec Quiet
place Cal Chris at 352*884.

Room for rent
S225 (utilities included)
no pets; male preferred
alter 4pm call 354-ig24
Smal house. 2 bdrms. near univ. No pets. Av.i l now Cal 35? 0603 after 5pm.
SUB LEASE - NOW to August Current tenant
employed out ol slate. You pay $325 lor beauo
ful, quiel upstairs apt. 1 or 2 bedrooms. Perfect
for grad. student or couple Great space. Low
utils. Quiet Street Front porch. Oil-Street park
ing Such a deal. 354-1633.
Subleaser needed 1 bedroom apt.
S212 50/mo * cable A elec. cal Jen or Karen

8352-6725.
Subleaser needed tor Spring "97. Unfurnished.
$280/mo (includes uplines).

Call Will al 354-7264
Subleasers needed 2 bedrooms
1 1/2 baths. $415/motgas&elec.
Call Dana 6354-6127

Wanted roommates to lilt houses A apis.
Very Close To Campus
Call 353-0325

BACCHUS would like to thank tha
following organizations lor their
month a great success:
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PANAMA CITY BEACH

352 4403

help In making Alcohol Awareness

$&mijmm8&.

4 SOUTH PADRE ISLAND

FREE DOG • yellow latvbasseft hound mix
already houseoroken ■ 10 mos old
all shots taken - please call Sieve at

Subleasers wanted: 1 bedroom near campus.
Cats allowed, on sight I laundry. Contact Ed or
Amy 352-6925
FOR SALE: 215" Kicker performanceplus series woofers in speaker box.
Call 372 5334

CASEY'S Is tv/ing
All shifts - flexible schedules
102SN Main-BG

Ford Tempo 1990. 4 door, EFI. Auto,
pnocks.p/steer. aye, stereo cats, cruise.
S2500, Call 352-5595

Looking for Part-Time Work?
Earn S8 an hour A great benefits
al
UPS
Sign up at 360 Studenl Services
UPS is an E.E.O. Employer

Summer internships
Be prepared unlike the rest of your pals. Cal
1 ■800-346-4649.

30 SHOPPING DAYS LEFTII NOW IS THE
TIME TO GUARANTEE THE LOWEST
RATES AND BEST HOTELS FOR SPRING
BREAK LEISURE TOURS HAS PACKAGES
TO SOUTH PADRE. CANCUN, JAMAICA
ANOFLORIOA 6O0-636-B2O3.

*«

CASE MANAGER

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING
Earn up to 12.000 • /month
working on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour Companies. World travel. Seasonal * ful erne employment available No experience necessary.
For more inkxmenon cal i-20B-g7i-3S50exi
C55448.

Roommate needed lor house Spring. Own
room Cheap Si 25 plus elec. Cal 354-4914 lor
details.

Gel Involved Today!

SPRING

I4j6 North Main Bowling Green

1 or 2 female subleasers needed. Reasonable
rent A utilities, washer/dryer in apt. Cal Mary
352-6452

680 AM/ Cable 50

ilA Spring Break Bahamas Party Cruise! 6
days S279I Includes al meals. Free parties
Taiesl Great Beaches & Nightlife' Prices Increase soon • Save 1501 spnngbreaklravel.com 1-600-070-0386

DISCOVER CARD

DINNER

WANTED

Web Master wanted for a local high-tech firm. Must be
creative, on the cutting edge in design and attitude, and
harbor a strong desire to create
and coordinate the best web
sites in town. Knowledge of
Windows NT a plus. Other
design work such as brochure
publication possible. Send
resume and cover letter and any
web addresses of sites you've
designed to: Systems A
dministrator 7862 W. Central,
Suite E. Toledo, OH 43617.

FOUNDERS HALL COUNCIL
STUDENT REC CENTER
OFF-CAMPUS CONNECTION
BG. HEALTH CLUB
GAMMA
IFC/1F JUDICIAL BOARD
SHARP OMee
PANHELLENIC COUNCIL
HSA
OFFENHAUR HALL COUNCIL
MAC EAST HALL COUNCIL
PROUT HAH. GOVERNMENT
KOHL HALL GOVERNMENT
UAO
CIRCLE K
DRY DOCK
RESIDENCE HALLS
Comer lor Wellness and Prevention

SPRING BREAK '97 I

South Padre Is.

Texas.'

I

FREE Parties 3D V*4
FREE Meals #» ^£3f
FREE Activities V*
Student Express, Inc.
1.800.SURFS.UP

